personal communication]. Briefly, PFA fixed and unfixed skeletal muscles were minced as described
180
[4], fixed samples were incubated with collagenase at double the normal concentration and mRNA 181 was isolated following FACS based on size, granulosity and GFP levels using a FACS Aria II (BD Bioscience 
249
This study involves an individual dataset analysis followed by a multi-set analysis ( Fig. 1 ). First, each 250 raw dataset was normalised, filtered and subjected to the same quality controls and checks. Gene 251 level differential analysis and gene set enrichment analysis were then performed ( Fig. 2 ). Finally, a 252 multi-set analysis assembled a platform-independent list of genes specific to the quiescent state.
253
When analysing multiple microarray GEPs, however, several issues needed to be addressed 264 the same quality control criteria to discard poor-quality samples, iii) the same aggregation method for 265 summarizing probesets into single genes and iv) the same filtering in all datasets. The filtering of the 266 datasets was based on the same significance criteria which included: a minimum number of 267 differentially expressed genes, the presence of genes known to be differentially expressed between 268 quiescent and activated states from previous studies and a similarity measure among the datasets.
269 Table 1 summarizes the main biological and experimental variations in this study, as well as the 270 technical differences present in the datasets.
272
Three new sets of microarrays of quiescent versus activated satellite cell are reported here (see Table   273 1). The first one is part of a developmental and postnatal series that was reported previously [16] 274 (E12.5 vs. E17.5), and here P8 (postnatal day 8, in vivo proliferating) and 4-5 week old (quiescent) ASCs from an injured muscle. Furthermore, for in vivo activation, several techniques were used to 290 induce the injuries: BaCl 2 , or the snake venoms cardiotoxin or notexin. Cell extraction protocols also 291 varied among the different studies: i) using transgenic mice expressing a reporter gene that marks 292 satellite cells (several alleles) or, ii) using a combination of antibodies targeting surface cell antigens 293 specific to satellite cells (several combinations, see Table 1 ). Finally, the nine datasets examined in 294 this study date from 2007 to 2016. During this period, microarray technologies evolved and the 295 different chips available may introduce yet another source of variation among the compared datasets.
296
To carry out a statistically meaningful analysis of these extensively heterogeneous datasets, critical 297 data processing was required to interpret gene signatures as described in the workflow ( Fig. 1 ).
298 299 300 301
The number of differentially expressed genes varies significantly among different datasets 302
A total of 32 samples from ASCs and 34 samples from QSCs from the nine datasets were analysed.
303
After the quality control, one sample from the GSE38870 dataset was considered to be an outlier and 304 was not included in the final analysis.
306
The number of significantly up and down regulated genes (DEGs) resulting from the differential 307 expression analysis of the quiescent with respect to the activated states were noted (Additional file 2:
308 Table S1 ). DEGs were identified as having |logFC| >= 1 and a false discovery rate FDR <= 0.05. The between connected nodes. Gene sets sharing less than 10% of their genes are not shown. We noted 339 also that different gene sets had a varying number of genes in common ( Fig. 3b ); if the gene overlap 340 were large, those gene sets (and their corresponding biological functions) will likely be also affected 341 (i.e. activated or repressed). For the 3 most common enriched gene sets with under-expressed genes,
342
for example, we noted that gene set MYC_TARGETS_V1 shares most of its genes with gene sets 343 E2F_TARGETS and G2M_CHECKPOINT. This suggests that the three categories represented by 344 these gene sets had an interplay of genes that displays them as all under-expressed.
346

Determining a quiescent transcriptional signature among all datasets 347
To determine a consensus quiescent signature from the datasets we compared the genes found to be 348 differentially expressed within each dataset, in order to identify genes commonly up-or down- of the gene sets. An enrichment was detected for the 207 commonly up-regulated genes in seven 392 different Hallmark gene sets ( Fig. 5a ). Some genes were shared among different pathways (e.g. Atf3
393
and Il6 were found in six different gene sets), while others were found in one gene set only (e.g.
394
Tgfbr3, Spsb1). These results are consistent with the individual gene set enrichment analysis (see Fig.   395 3) emphasizing that these genes reflect the global traits associated with the quiescent state. Note that 396 only a fraction of the 207 genes was found in known existing gene sets (57/207), leaving about three 397 quarters of the commonly up-regulated genes not associated with any existing gene set. This finding 398 was expected given that a quiescent signature is yet to be defined, and thus current gene sets lack 399 such annotations. To facilitate the analysis of transcriptomes as described here, we have developed 
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To assign a global function to the commonly regulated genes, we annotated them using GOSlim showed that at time 0 (+PFA), these genes were not detected in quiescent cells, neither at the mRNA (right panel), nor at the protein (left panel) level ( Fig. 7c ). However, these genes were up-regulated 422 using conventional MuSC isolation protocols that take several hours. As a control, PFA treatment after 423 cell isolation had no effect on this expression pattern ( Fig. 4S ). This rapid up-regulation was then 424 followed by a decline in expression levels of these genes (Fig. 7b, c ), suggesting that this is the result 425 of a stress response that is associated with the isolation procedure. 
458
In spite of the heterogeneity in datasets examining quiescent muscle stem cells, we were able to . We propose that these and other stress response genes 479 mitigate the quiescent to activation transition that accompany the initial steps of exit from G0.
481
Given these unexpected findings, the comparison of transcriptomes of MuSCs from a fixed/in vivo 482 state with those that were described here would be important to delineate homeostatic vs. immediate 483 early response genes. For that purpose, Sherpa allows the integration of datasets from fixed samples, 484 or other methodologies, when they will be available. Beyond the present findings, we propose that all 485 transcriptome data obtained from cells isolated from solid tissues, which require extensive enzymatic 486 digestion and processing before isolation of RNA, need to be re-evaluated to distinguish those genes 487 that are induced by the isolation procedure.
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In 
